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Filmmaker’s Foreword

After a fatal car crash, a young American mathematician finds himself amongst other departed 
souls as a chess piece in the ultimate game of the Greek gods.  In this sinister region of the 
Underworld, he falls in love with a gorgeous Amazon warrior, and together they must fight for 
reincarnation or face eternal damnation.

Inspired by the vision of the greatest master of
science-fiction imagerscience-fiction imagery, Luis Royo, comes a

                     comes a haunting visual extravaganza that
will take you to a world never seen before.

                                             
“EndGame” combines high impact,“Hong
Kong” style action with classic Greek

mythology; the filmmakers will take you
to a world where heroes struggle for loveto a world where heroes struggle for love
 and survival in an ever shifting landscape

                                             of darkness and light. 

“Endgame” is a theatrical feature with “A” list
talent, high impact “Hong Kong” style action and

classic Greek mythology.  The worldwide release will
be strengthened by the cross promotion of a broad

  range of ancillary products such as a first class graphic
 novel, comic books, chess sets, ancient weapons, cool

                                                              tee shirts, hats, and temporary tattoos.
                                                                                
                                              From the Movie to the Game
                                            

The exciting world and creative setting of the filmThe exciting world and creative setting of the film
cries out for replication on today’s popular game
platforms, providing the players many hours of

                                                                       entertainment.

The chess-action connection is a great base for a
 game that recreates the cinematic experience

 with additional elements.  By putting the
player in control, he ceases to be a passiveplayer in control, he ceases to be a passive
 spectator and becomes part of the action.

                                                                           
                                                                                The Greek mythological background is 

powerful and very popular. The playing
 experience is further strengthened by
 drawing upon the exact same visual
 design as the mo design as the movie, utilizing the
high-end performance capabilities
of the current generation game

 consoles. With the inclusion of the
 movie’s soundtrack we can create
a complete experience of the two

                                                                                          media combined.
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Cross Promotion 
As the game is based on a promising 
film franchise, which will have a high 
level of customer awareness towards 
the project.  The action elements 
will also boost the popularity of the
traditional chess game.traditional chess game.

Luis Royo’s Unique Vision
The exciting characters and 
unique, popular visual world 
of Luis Royo is attractive for 
both male and female audiences. 
This powerful trait cannot be 
said of many other artists in said of many other artists in 
his field.  His mainstream 
popularity is an advantage for 
the game as Luis Royo brings 
with him a considerable 
international fan base, 
above and beyond that of 
traditional game fans.traditional game fans.

Two Genres in One Game

The beauty of EndGame is that
it bridges two genres; it is a 
tactical chess game that
includes a combat dimension.  
It is ChessMasters meets the 
movie “300.”  Muscle meetsmovie “300.”  Muscle meets
Brains.

The chess-tactical layer 
gives a new dimension to 
the fast-paced, adrenaline 
burst excitement of the action 
game.  Fighter game fans will 
find the chess layer appealing, find the chess layer appealing, 
where tactics can greatly
influence the action.  Chess 
fans will find the action layer 
exciting, as effects of moves 
become less predetermined, 
than they were before.  
Lovers of both genres Lovers of both genres 
will find the mix 
complimentary 
and refreshing.
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War on the Chessboard

Based on the film of the same name, EndGame is a single player and multiplayer 
game featuring first person combat, set on a 3D Underworld chess board.  The
opponents engage each other following the rules of chess.  The difference is that 
when a player attacks the opponent’s piece, the defender has the chance to fight 
for survival and take out the attacker’s piece instead.  

FromFrom a full 3D position we zoom in on the characters during the combat phase, at 
the same time transporting them to another setting from the EndGame movie.  
There will be several exotic locations from the film, such as; a Spartan prison, an 
ancient Greek temple, the Statue of Liberty, the Empire State Building, a street in 
decaying Manhattan, the New York subway, the fields of Elysium, the Isle of 
Paradise etc.  After the fight, the winner returns to the board and takes the 
square.

TheThe player’s chess move manifests as an intensive battle, much like the fights in 
the Soul Calibur series, where the opposing players control the warriors 
representing the pieces.  Each type of chess character has its 
own advantages and handicaps, a careful planning of moves
can greatly influence the outcome of these fights.
  

                            The Castle

At the start of the game all players would be given a At the start of the game all players would be given a 
Castle in which to house their pieces, virtual items
and customization options.  The Castle is also a 
place to train their army and it is home to the 
player’s trophy room – homage to all combats 
that they have won or lost. 

                       Voices of the Gods  

The Dark and Light chess armies are lead by the The Dark and Light chess armies are lead by the 
King and Queen of the Underworld; Hades and
Persephone.  Using the voices of the actors 
from the EndGame movie we hear the King 
and Queen comment on the player’s efforts 
during the game.  This not only unites the
two mediums of film and game once more, 
but it also brings a welcomed slice of humobut it also brings a welcomed slice of humor.
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Game Modes

MultipleMultiple game modes are created for the game to ensure that the player can 
always have fun playing the game depending on his mood and available time.  The 
most dominant game mode is the single player story mode, called Underworld that 
presents game-play through an extended storyline of the movie and possibly also 
showcasing footage from the movie itself.  The other major piece is the ladder-
based online multiplayer mode.

The player will also have the chance to practice fighting in a separate training 
mode, and solve several chess problems with a mythological feel to them in 
Underworld mode.  These puzzles will sometimes have different board shapes and 
localized specialties, like using the four basic 
elements of Greek mythology (Earth, Wind, 
Fire and Water) as bonuses for certain 
squares.  Adding such features will make 
the game an even more unique experience.the game an even more unique experience.

                   Extensions

The target platforms provide unique 
opportunities to create special 
extensions to the main game, thus 
strengthening the entire franchise.

             Online Advantage
  
A Micro Payment model could 
be adopted for the PC platform.  
In this case the game would be 
free to play/download (supported 
by advertising).  To get themselves 
up the charts players would have 
to win opponents and buy virtual to win opponents and buy virtual 
items through recurring micro 
transactions.  The game would 
be heavily based on multiplayer 
and championship aspect.  
Multiple rooms would be available 
to play in 24/7 and in multiple 
languages, and coaching sessions languages, and coaching sessions 
could be bought at a cost to 
the player.
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                  DLC Add-ons

The main game itself will be enhanced 
with a classic fighting game, offered 
as extra downloadable content (DLC) 
through the appropriate services of the 
platforms.  This add-on requires the 
main game to be purchased, and offers main game to be purchased, and offers 
game-play much like the Soul Calibur
series’ Campaign mode.

There will be other smaller micro 
transaction DLCs available, like board 
and chess set skins, wallpapers, icon 
sets and possibly additional locations 
not featured in the original game.not featured in the original game.

 
               EndGame Arcade

An additional smaller game, currently 
referred to as Endgame Arcade, will 
offer ordinary chess game-play with 
animated pieces, much like the classic 
Battle Chess andBattle Chess and Archon games.  This 
game will use the same design and 
assets created for the main game and 
will be available through the Xbox Live 
Arcade (XBLA) and the Playstation 
Network (PSN) respectively with a 
Windows PC standalone release also 
possible. possible. 

The advantage of these extensions is 
that they will be created together with 
the main game, with relatively smaller 
additional costs, but significant sales 
opportunities.  Naturally any variation 
of these extensions can be completed 
based on the Publishebased on the Publisher’s needs and 
marketing plans.
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General Information
            

    IP: EndGame         Genre: 3D fighting game with a chess-like tactical element.
 
    Target quality: AAA     Target platforms: XBOX 360, Playstation 3, Windows PC
 
    Development time:    Development time: ~1.5-2 years  

    Target audience: Fans of Luis Royo’s work, players who like visuals similar to 
the movies 300 or Pan’s Labyrinth and the sword fight in action games like the Soul 
Calibur series. Furthermore; fans of the EndGame movie, and also traditional 
chess players.

       Target playtime: We expect the single player story mode to be about 6-8 hours 
long, but with all of the additional game modes and add-ons we estimate maximum 
total playtime to be over 100 hours.
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